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Traditional Surveying Profession 

 

Data acquisition 

Data control 

 

Data deliverables 

 

  

 



Measurements & Methods 



Control & Applications 



Production 



New paradigm 

Collect the MEASUREMENTS  

 and control quality  

and we get DATA 

Organise the DATA  

apply STANDARDS 

and we get INFORMATION 

Manage the INFORMATION 

with BIM 

and we provide SERVICES 



Standards 

www.eureal.eu 
 

http://www.eureal.eu/


euREAL 

• The European Real Estate Area Label 

– Is integrated in Annex III of the INSPIRE directive 

– Was welcomed by the INSPIRE coordinator as a 

‘Visionary Cross Border Tool for Transparency’ 

– The European Commission 

• will ask CEN (the European Normalisation body) to 

develop a European Norm Based on the CLGE Code 

• has acknowledged CLGE’s willingness to cooperate and to 

open its newly formed Working Group to this task 

• allows Member States to use their own standard but 

encourages the use of the CLGE standard as default  



euREAL 



euREAL 



BIM 



BIM 

 The policy makers of the European Union have taken a significant 
step forward in ensuring that Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
technologies and practices become mandatory for all projects 
undertaken in the EU.  
 

 A revision of the procurement directive is to embrace BIM and digital 
working for public contracts. 
 

 Surveyors may have an important role on this technology, leading 
the approach to data analysis and data management 



BIM 

“Old school design process”: 

“The new paradigm”: 



BIM 
Building Information Model(ing) "BIM” is a process 

involving the generation and management of digital 
representations of physical and functional 

characteristics of a facility.  

BIM includes Building Geometry, Spatial Relationships, Geographic 
Information and Quantities and Properties of building components 

Building information modelling (BIM) is not only about Architecture 

Civil Engineering Projects          Plants and Process Facilities        Land Planning 



BIM 

Collaborative process 
Constant communication 
Increasing planning 

BIM <> CAD 
Requires different design culture 
Coordination challenges 
Potential legal issues 

Learning the technology 
Justifying the first BIM project 
Coordination 

Design data vs. As-builts data 
Learning curve to leverage model 
Maintaining the model 



BIM 

Visualization 
Fewer change orders and Less costly change orders 
Better cost estimation and Better scheduling and project 
phasing 
Informed decisions. 

Reduced costs and Improved accuracy 
Competitive advantage and  Reduced risk 

Undersand the design and Constructability analysis 
Accurate project bid 
Streamline construction and Clash detention 

Generate as-built plans 
Integrate building model with facility management 
Document changes and renovation 
Plan preventive inspections and maintenance 
Optimize building perfomance and Up-to-date emergency 
documents 
 



Conclusions 
 The Role of the surveyors doesn’t end in data collection 

 
 Harmonization of the information gathered throughout 
STANDARDS as euREAL. 

 
BIM applies everywhere in the project’s lifecycle: 
- useful for conceptual design 
- speeds the detail design process 
- improves construction collaboration 
- allow owners to save money serving better the building 

occupants. 
 

BIM benefits depending who we are in the project’s 
lifecycle. 

 
BIM common challenges to all players: Adapting processes, 
need of coordinate, cultural changes and learning curve. 



Conclusions 
 The surveying profession has an opportunity to give an 
added value within the GeoInformation applications 

 
 Ensure the data 
Get the information 
Provide services 
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